Camp@Home – Activity List
The activities are split down into sessions, you may want to do all of them or only some of
them, you do not need to try and squeeze them all in over the weekend!
We have tried to design the programme around items we think most people may have at
home, but there may be some bits you will need to get in advance of the weekend.
Do not feel restricted by our list, it is not exhaustive, and every family is individual and unique.
Each of you will want to get different things from your Camp@Home. Please do be as creative
as you want to be with your ideas and adapt the activities to suit what you have especially
those of you still shielding or self-isolating; when spreading your wings beyond your own
home is difficult.

TENT or DEN
This could be a tent or shelter in the garden. A Den, Fort, Cubby or Hideout indoors.
Gather everything you need to build your shelter for the night
Kit that you may find useful for a comfy night:
Sleeping bag/duvet and Camp Blanket
Sleeping Mat
Pillow
Torch
Pyjamas / Onesie
Teddy or Mascot
Card Games
Book or Comic
Note Pad and Pen
CAMPFIRE
This can be real or an 'indoor' fire. Or you can just join us virtually!
Real Fire
Somewhere safe to light it
Fuel (Wood, kindling, charcoal)

 Something to light it with
Indoor
Sticks' - you can make them from cardboard
Coloured paper or film
A torch or battery powered candles

ACTIVITY SESSION 1
Garden Archery
Lollipop sticks (soaked in water)
Dental floss or Cotton
Biodegradable cotton buds (skewers with cotton wool on the
end!)
Knife (Stanley or craft knife)
Scissors
Soap Carving
Bar of soap
Pencil and Paper
Tools (spoon, fork, dinner knife, cocktail stick, hair clip, anything
you can use to make shapes and patterns in your soap)
ACTIVITY SESSION 2
Family Fashion show
Bring your household together, using someone else’s clothes and accessories make
yourself some new outfits or can you get creative, get recycling, and create something
funky.
Other family members clothes
Recycled items to craft some funky garments
Pebble Painting
A palm sized pebble
pens or paint to decorate your pebbles
Mini Pioneering
Sticks, Bamboo/garden canes, Skewers (points removed) or
pens/pencils
String or elastic bands

ACTIVITY SESSION 3
Make a lantern
Jar
Clean glass jar
Scissors
Glue
String or thin wire

 Templates
Tin Can
Tin Can
Hammer*
Nail*
Work bench
* alternatively, a Drill with small drill bit

Other things that may be useful
 Colouring Pencils, Crayons or Pens
 Paper
 String
https://cornwallscouts.org.uk/events/campathome

